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Executive Summary
DeFi can be a complex and intimidating space. The goal of DeFi Dude DAO is to create a streamlined 
experience where users can benefit from DeFi without having to do the heavy lifting themselves. Our 
model means token holders can earn passive rewards by simply holding the token.

DUDE is unique as it is a crypto currency that is not dependant on market cap, trading volume or 
new buyers but is yet still able reward token holders. In addition we are the first project to introduce 
NFT assets that receive sustainable rewards and reflections.

The core of our model revolves around our inhouse AI system that has been programmed to trade 
like human, but without human error. Our algorithmic trading technology is able to deliver 
sustainable returns, whether the market is bullish or bearish, as our systems are capable of going 
long or shorting the market. 

Users are able to take advantage of this technology simply through holding the DUDE token, which 
receives rewards every 14 days. Our algorithmic trading bots do the heavy lifting for you. 

In short, DeFi Dude DAO’s token (DUDE) offering is a simple but effective use of smart contracts to 
create a sustainable, rewards based system. By just holding the DUDE token, users can collect 
rewards (BUSD) in real time, which can be claimed on the DeFi Dude website.



Executive Summary
To achieve this goal, DeFi Dude DAO uses an innovative approach to generate rewards for token 
holders. There are three core streams of rewards:

1. The DD Vault 
2. Reflections
3. Passive Reward NFTs

1. The primary approach will be leveraging funds within The DD Vault through an external trading 
pool that uses in house algorithmic trading bots to generate a return. The DD Vault’s purpose is 
to generate rewards to DUDE token holders periodically, providing a sustainable stream.

2. DD holders will be rewarded BUSD via Reflections, which is a simple buy/sell tax levied on each 
swap through the DD Liquidity Pool. This penalises speculators and rewards DD holders directly, 
which can be claimed on the dashboard in real time.

3. Through our Passive Reward NFTs, DeFi Dude is presenting a truly innovative offer within the 
DeFi space. NFTs will be connected to their own independent trading pool, providing users with 
a very simple and effective way to earn passive rewards. Participating wallets will need to hold a 
certain amount of DUDE tokens to be eligible, creating further utility for the token.

Unlike similar projects that rely on reflections, yield farming, or trading fees to generate rewards, 
DeFi Dude DAO has a unique dimension through the DD Vault and inhouse managed algorithmic 
trading bots. This creates a more sustainable element compared to competitors and the DUDE token 
enables users to benefit from this technology without having to manage any of the operations.



The DD Vault
The DD Vault is a core feature of the project. The goal of the DD Vault is to sustainably grow and 
generate passive rewards for DUDE token holders. 

The DD Vault will be leveraged in multiple ways, but the primary use of the DD Vault will be to 
provide liquidity to external trading pools that use algorithmic trading bots to generate rewards. 

Rewards will be distributed proportionately across token holders every 14 days, with a performance 
target set of +10% each period.

Periods that deliver more than the set target will be recycled back into the vault and will be used to 
subsidise periods when the target is missed. The purpose of this is to grow the vault and offer a 
predictable, consistent reward stream. A small maintenance fee will also be applied each period to 
cover the operational costs.

The external trading pools will be managed by the core team. This process will be fully transparent 
with a performance tracker built into the DeFi Dude website, making it easy for anyone to analyse 
and audit performance. There is also a multi-sig process on wallets meaning capital cannot go rogue. 
The aim is to ensure trust and integrity in the project’s operations.

While the core team will be managing the vault, the community will have opportunity to participate 
by creating and voting upon proposals on the website. Successful proposals will be executed by the 
team. The functionality is planned for on our development roadmap.



Algorithmic Trading Bots
The use of algorithmic, or AI, trading bots is a core function of The DD Vault. Due to the complex 
nature of the bots (the underlying mathematics and coding), it is difficult to replicate this aspect of 
the project, meaning DeFi Dude DAO has an unique dimension to other projects on the market. The 
purpose of using AI Trading Bots is to drive long term, sustainable rewards to DUDE token holders.

The performance of the bots will be trackable via the website through our analytics page, which is laid 
out on the development roadmap. Different bots will be deployed depending on market conditions, 
and adjustments will be managed by the core team accordingly. 

While performance is not guaranteed, there is a target to deliver +10% every 14 days. Some time 
periods will deliver more, some time periods will deliver less. The vault will be managed in such a way 
that in times of excess there will be reserves built to sustain weeks that deliver under target.

Through our internal testing and performance measuring, we believe this to be an achievable target.

One key benefit is that we have access to a variety of trading bots that perform in different market 
conditions. Some configurations are set up to perform in bullish conditions, while other bots are able 
to short during bearish conditions.

This means that we can expect to deliver consistent rewards over time as our methodology adapts to 
the market condition.



Team
The success of any project in this space relies heavily on two factors; trust and competence.

Can the team be trusted to deliver, and do they have the competence to deliver?

The founding team behind DeFi Dude DAO are fully doxed with public profiles found on our website. 
We wanted to be public fronting rather than an anonymous team as we believe this helps drive 
credibility and trust for the project.

The founding team and its advisors have decades of experience across multiple fields including, but 
not limited to; Blockchain, Programming, Design, Coding, Marketing, Economics, Senior business 
management, Acquisition, Trading and Anti-Fraud within the Gaming and Gambling industry.

Our collective skillsets and experience means we have full confidence in delivering a successful 
project. We fundamentally believe in the project potential and have committed our own funds and 
energy into making this a reality.

The founding team, and a few carefully selected investors, honour this commitment by pledging to 
lock up $100k in liquidity for 12 months via The 1% Club. 

This means the project starts with a healthy liquidity and gives prospective investors confidence as 
liquidity can not be pulled. 



DAO
DAO means Decentralised Autonomous Organisation. 

The long term ambition of the project is for token holders to have full and ultimate control over the 
decision making. This is in the true spirit of blockchain technology.

Token holders will be able to create and vote upon proposals on the website, which is a function on 
our development roadmap. 

These proposals will steer the direction of the project and it is the core team’s responsibility to 
execute them.

In the initial stages of the project a hybrid model will be deployed, whereby the core team will be 
managing and executing decisions accordingly. 

This is to safeguard and stabilise the project before creating the needed infrastructure and 
environment to hand over the keys to the community in full confidence.

As the project evolves so will the balance of governance between team and community.
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Token Concept
The DeFi Dude DAO token (DUDE) is a rewards based token that leverages a simple tax system to fuel a 
collective investment/trading vault (The DD Vault).

Simply put, holders of DUDE token will benefit and earn passive rewards through:

1) The DD Vault 
2) Reflections
3) Passive Reward NFTs

(1) The DD Vault is a collectively managed vault that distributes rewards to DUDE token holders 
proportionally every 2 weeks. The target is to deliver +10% each period, where users are able to 
claim on the website dashboard. The better the DD Vault performs, the more rewards will be 
delivered to token holders.

(2) Token holders will benefit from the trading volume on the DD/BUSD trading pool. Every 
transaction through this pool automatically re-routes 2% of that value in BUSD to token holders 
proportionately.  This means DD holders benefit from speculation and trading volume on the 
DUDE token, as 2% of every trade is shared among them.

(3) A portion of the royalties on future NFT series will be directed towards the DUDE token, meaning 
that future creations of the team feed back into token holders. Further, for wallets to be eligible 
for Passive Reward NFTs, they will need to hold a certain amount of DUDE tokens, in turn creating 
more demand.

The unique aspect of the algorithmic trading bots powering the DD vault is separates this project from 
others on the market. 



DUDE Tokenomics
The Total Supply of DeFi Dude DAO token (DUDE) is 100,000,000, which is fixed and fully 
distributed at launch. No more DUDE tokens can be minted after launch.

Each swap through the DD/BUSD Liquidity Pool levies levies a 15% tax, broken down as follows:

• The DD Vault: 8%
• Reflections: 2% (BUSD)

• Liquidity Pool: 2% (DD/BUSD)

• Marketing: 3%

This means that for every buy/sell of DUDE token, 15% is directed to those 4 pools, which in turn 
sustain and deliver value to the DUDE token holders. 

The parameters have been set in such a way to offer a sustainable growth model, which differs 
from many other projects on the market which only offer reflections. Another purpose of this 
system is to incentivise and reward long term token holders.

The token will be deployed on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), as it has a large user base and 
relatively low fees, which makes interacting with smart contracts more affordable for users. DD is 
paired with BUSD, which creates a relative stability for the liquidity pool and rewards will also be 
distributed in BUSD.



15% TaxBuy / Sell 
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DUDE Tokenomics Explained
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Liquidity Pool
The liquidity pool facilitates the trade of DUDE. We have chosen to use BSC and Pancake Swap, due 
to the popularity of the chain/exchange (large target audience) and the low cost of using BSC.

This means transactions of low value are feasible, enabling smaller investors to participate in the 
purchasing and selling of DUDE, without having to pay extortionate gas fees.

We have decided to pair DUDE token with BUSD, which adds an element of price stability compared 
to BNB, and also allows for more efficient routing in regards to the reflection payments (BUSD).

The starting value of the liquidity pool will be $100k, which ensures a healthy level of liquidity to 
facilitate trade and gives confidence investors at launch that their token value will not evaporate.

2% of every transaction value is automatically converted into DUDE/BUSD LP tokens and added to 
the DUDE/BUSD liquidity pool. This means that every time DUDE token is swapped, the liquidity pool 
grows. 

These LP tokens are sent to an inactive wallet, which cannot be accessed, meaning the liquidity pool 
grows with each and every swap and is effectively locked forever. As these tokens are inaccessible, 
this mechanic technically makes DUDE token deflationary as tokens are taken off market.

This gives investors confidence as the team have no means of withdrawing liquidity and pulling a 
“rug pull”. 

2%



Marketing Wallet
The project also has a marketing wallet. This wallet will be used to grow awareness of the project 
and token, which should translate into delivering more value towards token holders.

Simply put, one has to be aware of DeFi Dude DAO to actually hold the token. Therefore the 
marketing wallet’s purpose is fund this activity and in turn drive the project’s growth.

This is deliberately separate from the DD Vault as we wanted a clear distinction between the wallets, 
meaning we can have a designated pot to work with to fund the project’s external needs and 
growth.

The funds in the marketing wallet will be open and transparent on the ledger, meaning every cent 
can be tracked and traced.

The team will manage the marketing wallet initially, before integrating and fully handing over to the 
community, inline with a DAO. 

The early use of the wallet will be to spread awareness, partner with other projects and any activity 
we believe will fundamentally grow the project. The goal is to attract more users to the token.

Once the project transitions into a more DAO structure, then token holders will be in full discretion 
of the wallet’s use.

3%



The Total Supply of DeFi Dude DAO token (DUDE) is 100,000,000. 

The token will be distributed as following;

8% Community Tokens
12% Founding Team
20% Pancake Swap
20% The 1% Club
40% Pre-sale

Community tokens will be allocated to The DD Vault, 
meaning a portion of rewards will compound back.

Pre-sale will held on the team Telegram channel with a minimum buy of $500 and a maximum 
buy of $2500 per wallet. This will be to ensure no one wallet can accumulate more than 0.5% of 
the token supply. The pre-sale price of DUDE token will be set at 1 DUDE = $0.005. 

A soft cap will be set at 20% and a hard cap set at 40%. If the full 40% (hard cap) is not met, 
excess tokens will be burned accordingly. 

Money raised from the pre-sale will be used to fill the DD Vault and to kick start marketing for the 
project.

Token Distribution & Pre-sale
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PASSIVE REWARDS NFTs
As part of our roadmap, we will be launching Passive Reward NFTs.

Users will be able to earn passive rewards simply by holding a DeFi Dude NFT in their wallet.

The first NFT launch will be The 1% Club, which will tether each NFT to 1% of DUDE token supply. 
Rewards will then be distributed from the DD Vault proportionally.

Successive NFT launches will follow a different model, linked to their own independent trading pool. 

When minted, funds will be directly sent to its own trading pool, which then in turn rewards NFT 
holders periodically. Rewards will therefore based upon the respective pool size.

This means NFT holders will have a direct line to their own independent vault, separate from the DD 
vault and the DUDE token.

The target is to deliver +10% rewards every 2 weeks. Excess amounts generated above and beyond 
the +10% target will be allocated to a “rainy day” fund, which is then used to distribute rewards 
during time periods where the target is missed. This ensures a stable, predictable stream of 
rewards.

To participate in the NFT series, interested wallets will need a certain amount of DUDE tokens to be 
eligible, creating more utility and value for the DUDE token itself. Everything will be fully open and 
transparent, via the performance tracker and analytics page on the website. 

*A small maintenance fee will be applied to cover the operational costs of the project.

NFT Series



Below is the base concept of all planned successive NFT launches. Funds from mint will be used to 
fuel an independent trading pool, which in turn generates passive rewards for NFT holders.

PASSIVE REWARDS NFTs

NFT Series Private 
Trading Pool

$225k

Passive Rewards NFTs Concept

AI Trading Bots

50 x
$5k BUSD

Example

*A small royalty % will be applied at mint to feed back into core project
*A small maintenance fee will be applied each period on the pool to cover running costs

*10% 
mint royalty

Rainy Day 
Fund

Target: +10% Rewards Fortnightly



THE 1% CLUB 
The 1% Club will consist of 20 founding members, hand picked from other crypto projects, who will 
bring utility and partnerships over the course of this project. 

20% of tokens will be distributed to The 1% Club, equating to 1% of the token supply each, which 
will be blacklisted. This means wallets will not be able to sell their DUDE tokens, but will still be able 
to accrue rewards.

In return, each member will receive a 1% Club NFT, which will be connected to their own private 
trading pool. The initial $5k membership will be used to provide locked liquidity in the Pancake 
Swap liquidity pool.  This liquidity will be locked eternally, guaranteeing trading liquidity for DUDE.

This independent trading pool will be funded by the DD vault, in proportion to the token amount 
tied to The 1% Club NFTS (20%). As this pool fills over time, rewards will be distributed across the 
20 NFT holders proportionally.

Unlike the DD Vault, The 1% Club trading pool will be managed by the group, meaning they can 
choose to compound rewards, change the amount of rewards etc.

There is a private telegram group connected to The 1% Club, which acts as an inner circle where 
decision making pertaining to The 1% Club private pool will be discussed and actioned.

Membership to The 1% Club is tied to the NFT, meaning if a NFT is sold their membership is 
transferred accordingly. This is to try preserve a group of engaged and dedicated individuals.



THE 1% CLUB NFTs
Earn Passive Rewards through NFTs

The genesis series launched by DeFi Dude will be The 1% Club. Funds raised through minting will 
be used to lock liquidity and kickstart the project. There will be 20 NFTs available to mint, with each 
NFT tethered to 1% supply of DD, priced at $5k BUSD each. Below is an illustration of this flow:

20 x
$5k BUSD

1% Club NFT DD Vault

*Funds raised from the 1% Club NFTs will be locked in liquidity, providing a kickstart for the DeFi Dude DAO project.

*Each NFT represents 1% of the token supply of DUDE token, meaning rewards will be paid from the DD Vault accordingly to this proportion (20%).

*This model is only for the genesis launch, The 1% Club.

DD/BUSD
Liquidity Pool

$100k

1% Club Private Trading Pool
*No maintenance Fee
*Privately managed
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DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

• Website launch
• 1% Club NFT Launch
• Pre-sale
• Token Launch

• Dashboard
• Vault Analytics
• Vault Tracker
• 1st Passive NFT launch

• On chain voting
• DAO infrastructure
• Successive NFTs

There is a clear development plan that with milestones that we aim to achieve in phases. The first 
phase will revolve around a successful launch. Phase 2 will include adding key functions to the 
website. Phase 3 will include developments that transition the project to becoming a full DAO.

• TBD

3Q22 4Q22 1Q23 2Q23

While we have a clear plan for Phases 1-3, we respect that roadmaps are not linear and the need 
to be dynamic in this space. 

That is why Phase 4 is open-ended and is to be decided as time passes. 

We will add and adjust the roadmap accordingly as the project develops and evolves.



DEFI DUDE 

Transparent
Everything will be transparent.

Source code, vault tracker and decision 
making is open and available.

Discuss Proposals
Token holders will be able to decide 

on the fate of the vault with on 
chain voting.

Viable Roadmap
We have an achievable 

development plan built around 
strong core logic. 

Experienced Team
The core team have years of expertise across 

multiple industries, with a delivery led 
mindset

Passive Reward NFTs
Leveraging innovative smart contracts to deliver 

one of the world’s first passive reward NFTs.


